A planar ballistic structure is constructed to be highly effective in filtering electron spin from unpolarized source into two output channels with the opposite and practically pure spin polarizations. The operability of the proposed device relies on the peculiar spin-dependent transmission properties of the T-shaped connector in the presence of the Rashba spin-orbit interaction and difference in the dynamic phase gains on two alternative paths through upper and lower branches for even and odd eigenmodes in the ring resonator.
A planar ballistic structure is constructed to be highly effective in filtering electron spin from unpolarized source into two output channels with the opposite and practically pure spin polarizations. The operability of the proposed device relies on the peculiar spin-dependent transmission properties of the T-shaped connector in the presence of the Rashba spin-orbit interaction and difference in the dynamic phase gains on two alternative paths through upper and lower branches for even and odd eigenmodes in the ring resonator. • Due to typically large difference in energy scales for spin and orbital motion, it is common to consider influence of SO term only on the spin coordinate (spin precession in the effective magnetic field).
• Spin cannot influence electron trajectory
• For any initial spin orientation, by the end of trajectory each spin will rotate by the same total angle
• Isotropic distribution of spins will convert into isotropic distribution. T-shaped 2D structure and others... T-shaped 2D structure and others...
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• Quasi-one dimensional channels formed from the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) using, e.g., electrostatic split-gate technique
• Special control electrode(s) are located over/under the structure (back and front gates) to manipulate SO interaction Hamiltonian and other formulae Hamiltonian and other formulae
• 2D electron Hamiltonian (including spin part)
• Channels are formed by hard walls (with boundary conditions ) or alternatively can be defined by the potential profile (soft walls)
• The third dimension (i.e. z coordinate) is quantized.
• reflects strength of the structure-or bulk- Scattering matrix symmetry relations Scattering matrix symmetry relations 
